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Executive Summary
Deliverable 7.3 Autonomous emergency manoeuvres basic documents the development, test and demonstration
of non–defeatable emergency manoeuvres for crash prevention conducted until end of year 2, January 2020.
Developed, tested and demonstrated have been two automated longitudinal vehicle control systems for crash
prevention:
The Automated Speed Limiter identifies legal speed limits and Point of Danger speed limits such as safe curve
speeds and restricts the vehicles speed up to this limit.
The Extended Emergency Braking System extends the capabilities of the latest Active Brake Assist with Lidar
sensors which improve the detection of static objects and the detection of standing and moving pedestrians and
bicyclists on both sides of the vehicle.
Conclusion
The Automated Speed Limiter and the Extended Emergency Braking System can prevent collisions to a larger
degree than any available Safety System and thus improve road transport safety and security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Work Package 7 Autonomous Emergency Manoeuvring is continued with Task 7.3 Development and test of emergency manoeuvres basic. Basic emergency manoeuvres for crash prevention with automated speed limit control
and emergency braking will be developed and tested on and off road.

Deliverable D7.3 Autonomous emergency manoeuvres basic documents the demonstration of basic autonomous
emergency manoeuvres for crash prevention on and off road for defined use cases and scenarios.

This introduction gives an overview on the structure of the report with a description of the following chapters.
Chapter 2 Automated Vehicle Control for Crash Prevention describes the Active Safety Systems and the Security
Pilot for Crash Prevention.
Chapter 4 Automated Speed Limiter describe the evolvement of speed limiter up to the Automated Speed Limiter,
legal speed limits and Point of Danger Speed Limits including demonstrations.
Chapter 4 Extended Emergency Braking Systems describes the determinants of vehicle braking and the estimation
of the truck braking distance, continue the capabilities of the Active Brake Assist and its extension to the Extended
Emergency Braking System with Lidar sensors. It concludes with a demonstration of an emergency braking on
pedestrians crossing a road.
Chapter 5 Summary and Conclusions repeats in short form the achieved results, the Automated Speed Limiter and
the Extended Emergency Braking System.
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Automated Vehicle Control for Crash Prevention
Driver Assistance Safety

For non-automated driving the driver controls the vehicle speed with the accelerator pedal and the brake pedal.
The Speed Limiter restricts the function of the accelerator pedal up to a defined speed. The driver cannot accelerate
above this speed. If the current vehicle speed is above this speed the engine torque is reduced to zero until the
vehicle decelerates down to the defined speed limit. For the currently available series Speed Limiters the driver has
to set the speed limit, activate the limiter and deactivate it as needed. This is not really comfortable for the driver.
Therefore newer Speed Limiters provide an automated recognition of speed limit sign and an automated activation
of the limiter. However due to a still unreliable recognition of speed limits sign the driver can overrule and
deactivate the limiter and drive faster.
The automation of road vehicles control has been developed and continuously improved over decades and has
been intensified with autonomous or highly automated driving during the last years. The longitudinal vehicle
control, e.g. the speed control is today fully automated for series trucks however to a large degree controlled by
the driver. To be used for a non-defeatable emergency manoeuvre for crash prevention the major modification is
a situative restriction of driver control. The lateral vehicle control, e.g. the control of moving direction is today only
fully automated for trucks with an active steering system. But even for this trucks the automated lateral control is
limited and includes the risk of roll-over accidents including with serious damages. For series trucks without an
active steering system the only way to automate lateral control or vehicles moving driving is the Electronic Braking
System, e. g. Steer-By-Brake.
The Autonomous Emergency Manoeuvres basic are restricted to longitudinal vehicle control and use the following
existing safety systems:
- Speed Limiter (SL)
- Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
- Electronic Braking System (EBS)
- Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS)
Speed Limiter
Technically modern road trucks can reach a top speed of about 120 km/h, depending on motorization and load. To
comply with legal speed restrictions and also for safety and economic reasons European truck manufacturers curtail
their trucks top speed down to 90km/h, 95 km/h or 100 km/h. The top speed of Mercedes-Benz trucks is factoryset limited to 90 km/h.

Figure 1: Mercedes-Benz Truck Factory-Set speedl imit 90 km/h
PUBLIC
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The next step of automated longitudinal vehicle control is the speed limit assistant or limiter (LIM) which limits the
vehicle speed up to a speed limit set by the driver. The driver has to operate the accelerator pedal but can only
accelerate the vehicle up to this speed limit.
Additionally speed limits are provided either by a navigation road map or can be recognized by an on-board camera
with traffic sign recognition. If vehicle speed is at the defined speed limit LIM reduces the engine torque and if
necessary activates the trucks permanent or wheel brake. LIM has to be activated by the driver and can also be
deactivated by the driver. This deactivation by the driver is considered to be necessary due to a possible faulty
speed limit recognition.

Figure 2: Mercedes-Benz Truck Speed Limiter with Driver Activation
Adaptive Cruise Control
The first step towards an automated longitudinal control of road vehicles was the introduction of cruise control
(CC) function. Instead of continuously using the accelerator or gas pedal for requesting engine torque the driver
activates the CC function to keep the actual vehicle speed. CC continuously compares the actual speed with the
defined target speed and requests the necessary engine torque to keep the target speed under any circumstances
within a defined tolerance. CC was modified and extended to an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) function which
observes the space in front of the vehicle with a sensor, typically a radar sensor. The radar sensor is able to detect
preceding vehicles and ACC adapts the vehicles speed and keeps a defined safety distance to a preceding vehicle.
The main objective of ACC is driver assistance over longer distance with a constant speed and recognizing preceding
vehicles driving with a lower speed which the driver may not recognize in time. The driver has to activate ACC at
the desired speed and can deactivate it either by pressing the accelerator or braking pedal.

Figure 3: Adaptive Cruise Control Cockpit View
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Advanced Emergency Braking System
The monotonous driving with trucks on highways over many hours leads to a decrease of the driver’s attention and
in case of an unexpected traffic jam frequently to rear-end collisions with deaths and completely destroyed vehicles.
This has to lead to the development of emergency braking systems which automates braking on detected obstacles
on the road. Mercedes-Benz trucks has introduced the first Active Brake Assist for its heavy-duty truck Actros in
2006, the Mercedes-Benz Safety Truck. The first version of ABA was able to detect slower preceding vehicles with
the front radar and launched automated braking to avoid a rear-end collision. Enforced by EU General Safety
Regulations Advanced Emergency Braking Systems (AEBS) have become a mandatory equipment for new registered
trucks and other road vehicles in the European Union.
The Active Brake Assist has been continuously improved since 2006 , first with ABA 2 which includes braking on
static objects, later with ABA 4 and ABA 5 which is on the market since 2018. ABA 5 has a combined front sensor
system consisting of a short- and long-range radar and a camera. The radar object detection and tracking is
extended and verified with the camera’s image recognition. This has improved especially the recognition of persons
and enables automated braking on pedestrians on or crossing the road.

Figure 4: Automated Emergency Braking for Moving Pedestrians
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Security Pilot for Crash Prevention

The automated vehicle control for security, e. g. crash prevention can use the described driver assistance and safety
systems with limited modifications and extensions. The Work Package 7 Autonomous Emergency manoeuvres
develops non-defeatable emergency manoeuvres for crash prevention. A prototype of this system, called the
Security Pilot is developed in two phases starting with longitudinal control in year two and adding lateral control in
year three.
The Security Pilots main functions until now, year two, are:
- Automated Speed Limiter with a safety and security oriented speed control.
- Extended Emergency Braking System for Crash Prevention in urban areas with lower speed.
Both functions, the Automated Speed Limiter and the Extended Emergency Braking for Crash Prevention are
described and demonstrated in following chapters 3 and 4. The Security Pilot uses and depends on other modules
that are described hereafter. These are as far as possible commercial products available on the market which are
supplemented with modules developed within with TransSec WP 2 - 6.
- The Positioning System with GNSS Receivers and RTK Correction, alternative options.

Figure 5: GNSS Standalone Receiver AsteRx SB with Antenna and Monitoring Software

Figure 6: GNSS RTK Receiver AsteRx U with 2 Antennas and Altus NR3 Base Station
- The Navigation System with Road Map and Horizon Provider.

Figure 7: Road Map with Horizon Provider (Here ADASRP)
PUBLIC
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- The Perception System extended with several Lidar sensors.

Figure 8: Lidar Sensors Velodyne Ultra Puck and Ouster OS1 / Truck MB Atego

Figure 9: Lidar Object Detection and Tracking
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Security Pilot GUI
The Security Pilot Graphical User Interface used for driver information on the vehicle movement, vehicle’s
surrounding, safety and security events and the activation of automated speed limiter and extended emergency
braking system.

Figure 10: Security Pilot Graphical User Interface
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3.1

Automated Speed Limiter
Speed Limiters

For non-automated driving the driver controls the vehicle speed with the accelerator pedal and the brake pedal.
The Speed Limiter restricts the function of the accelerator pedal up to a defined speed. The driver cannot accelerate
above this speed. If the current vehicle speed is above this speed the engine torque is reduced to zero until the
vehicle decelerates down to the defined speed limit. For the currently available series Speed Limiters the driver has
to set the speed limit, activate the limiter and deactivate it as needed. This is not really comfortable for the driver.
Therefore newer Speed Limiters provide an automated recognition of speed limit sign and an automated activation
of the limiter. However due to a still unreliable recognition of speed limits sign the driver can overrule and
deactivate the limiter and drive faster.
The Automated Speed Limiter (ASL) we describe here has been developed for security purposes, as a preventive
means of danger defense and collision prevention. ASL identifies different kinds of speed limits we describe here
after prevention and restricts the vehicles speed to the identified limit and also reduces vehicles speed to this limit.
ASL is activated with engine start and deactived with engine stop. The driver controls the vehicle up to the speed
limit set by ASL.
ASL uses two kinds of speed limits:
- Legal speed limits that are defined national or international authorities
- Speed adaptations that are calculated to securely pass points of danger
3.2

Legal Speed Limits

Speed limit regulations for road traffic within the European Union are not harmonized and may differ between the
member countries. We refer here to the legal speed limits for Germany and especially trucks. The German road
traffic regulations (Straßenverkehrsordung / STVO) define the speed limits for public roads as a combination of road
classes and vehicles classes. Their main purpose is traffic safety e. g. prevention of traffic accidents.
Highway / Motorway
For highways/motorways (Autobahn/Kraftfahrstraße) the speed limit for trucks above 3.5 to is 80 km/h
Traffic sign Autobahn start/end:

Traffic sign Kraftfahrstraße start/end:

Figure 11: Traffic Signs Highway (Autobahn), Motorway (Kraftfahrstraße)
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For all roads outside towns and villages, overland / country roads:
-

60 km/h for trucks above 7.5 to
80 km/h for trucks between 3.5 to and 7.5 to

Figure 12: Truck Speed Limits Country Road
For all roads inside towns and villages (in city):
-

50 km/h for all vehicle classes

Traffic sign City Limit Entrance:

Traffic sign City Limit Exit:

Figure 13: Traffic Signs City Limit
30 Zone
Insides towns and villages there are an increasing number of areas called “30 Zone” with a lower speed limit of 30
km/h for all roads. These are typically either residential areas or inner-city areas with side roads.

Figure 14: Traffic Signs 30 Zone Start/End
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Play Street / Home Zone / Living Street
A further reduction of speed down to walking speed is directed for Play Streets in residential areas. The begin and
end of this speed restriction is marked with the blue traffic signs shown below.

Figure 15: Traffic Signs Play Street Start / End
The road and road segment specific speed limits are directed and shown with the speed limit traffic signs at the
begin and end of the speed limit.

Figure 16: Traffic Signs Speed Limit Start

Figure 17: Traffic Signs Speed Limit End
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Demonstration Legal Speed Limits

We present here pictures from ASL demonstration drives with our test truck Atego. The ASL uses speed limits from
the navigation road map, limits the truck speed up to the speed limit and informs the driver about the restriction.
For test and demonstration purposes the valid speed limit and the current speed is shown together in the Security
Pilots Graphical User Interface on 10-inch display for the driver and the passengers.

Figure 18: Camera View 30 Zone

Figure 19: Security Pilot GUI with Horizon 30 Zone
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Figure 20: Camera View of Shopping Street

Figure 21: Security Pilot GUI with Horizon Shopping Street
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Point of Danger Speed Limits

A point of danger on a road or place requires special attention of the driver and an adapted speed to be passed
safely. Accidents at points of danger are in most cases caused by non adapted high speed.
Known Points of Danger which require speed reduction are:
- Curve
- Crossing
- Stop Sign at Crossing
- Turn Over at Junctions
- Pedestrian Crossing
- Pedestrian Zone
Information about these POD’s are provided by the navigation road map via a horizon provider. Temporary Points
of Danger are event locations where people cross or walk on adjacent roads. Information about event locations is
not provided by the road map. It may be included as a point of interest (POI).
3.5

Demonstration PoD Downhill Curve Speed Limit

We present here a sharp, 180 degree curve on a downhill route curve as a PoD example. The map-based horizon
preview provides information on the forthcoming curve. Information about slope and curve radius allows the
calculation of the safe curve speed, which is 20 km/h in this case. To reduce speed from allowed 80 km/h to the
curve speed of 20 km/h braking is necessary on this downhill route. If the driver does not reduce the vehicle speed
the Automated Speed Limiter reduces requested engine torque to zero and activates emergency braking until curve
speed of 20 km/h is reached at the curves entry.
The picture below shows the road map display with the marked 180 degree curve. On the right the slope and
curvature data of this road segment from map database are shown.

Figure 22: Downhill Curve Map Display and Map Data (Here NDS Map)
PUBLIC
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Figure 23: Camera view on downhill route with curve warning sign
The following picture shows the Security Pilot’s driver information with vehicle speed, the speed limit and the
horizon preview. The horizon preview provides information about forthcoming curve independent from the driver’s
actual field of view.

Figure 24: Security Pilot horizon preview on forthcoming curve
PUBLIC
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Figure 25: Camera View curve entry

Figure 26: Security Pilot Curve Entry Braking
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Extended Emergency Braking System

4
4.1

Braking Distance Truck

The braking distance of heavy trucks is known to be larger compared to cars and frequently the cause of severe
rear-end collisions on the end of traffic jams or other unexpected obstacles on the road. Advanced Emergency
Braking Systems can avoid collisions or reduce the collision speed depending on the distance to obstacles.
For manual braking the stopping distance is the sum of braking distance and reaction distance. For the emergency
braking system as an automated function the reaction distance can be neglected. Therefore the braking distance is
the relevant measure for the considerations here. For collision prevention by emergency braking it is therefore
essential to understand the determinants of the braking distance and to know the size range of braking distance.
The main determinants of braking distance are.
-

Vehicle Speed
Vehicle Weight
Braking System Deceleration
Road Surface Friction

A known and also recommended rule of thumb to roughly calculate the braking distance for cars and trucks is:
Normal Braking:
(Speed in km/h / 10) x (Speed in km/h / 10) = Braking distance in m
Example: Vehicle driving with 30 km/h
(30 km/h /10) x (30 km/h / 10) = 9 m
Emergency Braking:
((Speed in km/h / 10) x (Speed in km/h / 10)) / 2 = Braking distance in m
Example: Vehicle driving with 30 km/h
((30 km/h /10) x (30 km/h / 10)) 2 = 4.5 m
Note: Rule of thumb does not say what „Normal braking“ is.
The rule of thumb neglects the influence of vehicle weight and Road Surface Friction. It provides however at least
a size range of the braking distance. And it shows that the braking distance increases strongly with square of vehicle
speed.
The influence of vehicle weight has been shown by a road test of German ADAC in 2015 comparing the braking
distances of vehicles classes at a speed of 80 km/h under optimal conditions. The braking distance was 23.5 m for
the car and 36.2 m for the 40 to truck. That means the increase in weight does lead to an under proportional
increase of around 60 %. Calculated with the rule of thumb we get an emergency braking distance of 32 m, which
proves the rule of thumb for trucks.
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Extended Emergency Braking System

The Extended Emergency Braking System extends the capabilities of latest Active Brake Assist presented in previous
section with an improved recognition of pedestrians and bicyclists in urban traffic coming from both sides in the
drivers field of view. The Lidar sensors mounted on the truck front provide a close range detection and a 180 degree
horizontal field of view with detection of precise position of moving and standing pedestrians and bicyclists. An
earlier object detection and tracking increases remaining braking distance and the chance to avoid a collision.
4.3

Demonstration Emergency Braking Pedestrian Crossing

This demonstrations shows how emergency braking can prevent a collision with pedestrians crossing a street at a
pedestrian crossing protected with a traffic light. In city traffic a distracted driver may overlook traffic light stop and
crossing pedestrians. The Perception System with Lidar sensors detects pedestrians reliable including the exact
distance between approaching vehicle and the pedestrians on the road. If driver does not reduce speed the
emergency braking system stops the vehicle with safe distance to closest pedestrian.
The camera views below shows the scene with a two lane road for each direction and pedestrians crossing the road.

Figure 27: Camera view on a city road with pedestrian crossing

Figure 28: Camera view on a city road with pedestrian crossing
23
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Vehicle Positioning and Navigation with reliable GNSS position coordinates provides the vehicle position on the
road map with assigned road attributes. Important information here is legal city speed limit of 50 km/h.
The following pictures shows the map display around the vehicle position and the assigned road attributes.

Figure 29: Vehicle position on road map with horizon data
The Perception System with Lidar Object Tracker detects pedestrians in this scenario in a distance of 15.8 meter
crossing the left oncoming road on the crosswalk. The test truck Atego approaches the crosswalk with a speed of
50 km/h (assured with ASL) which results in an estimated braking distance of about 12 meters. Assuming that the
driver does not reduce speed, emergency braking starts braking at this distance to ensure that vehicle stops before
reaching the crosswalk. When pedestrians are in front of the truck the remaining distance is 5.8 meter and truck
stops within 2 meters. See following screen shots of the Lidar Viewer.
Extended emergency braking prevents collision with crossing pedestrians on road!
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The picture below shows the Lidar Viewer with detected pedestrians crossing the oncoming left road on a crosswalk
in a distance of 15.8 meter marked with green boxes.

Figure 30: Lidar Viewer with crossing pedestrian detection on left road
The picture below shows the Lidar Viewer with detected pedestrians crossing the road on a crosswalk in a distance
of 5.8 meter marked with green boxes.

Figure 31: Lidar Viewer with detected crossing pedestrian on road
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5 Summary and Conclusions
Deliverable 7.3 Autonomous emergency manoeuvres basic documents the development, test and demonstration
of non–defeatable emergency manoeuvres for crash prevention conducted until end of year 2, January 2020.
Developed, tested and demonstrated have been two automated longitudinal vehicle control systems for crash
prevention:
The Automated Speed Limiter identifies legal speed limits and Point of Danger speed limits such as safe curve
speeds, restricts the vehicles speed up to this limit.
The Extended Emergency Braking System extends the capabilities of the latest Active Brake Assist with Lidar
sensors which improves the detection of static objects and the detection of standing and moving pedestrians and
bicyclists on both sides of the vehicle.
Conclusion
The Automated Speed Limiter and the Extended Emergency Braking System can prevent collisions to a larger
degree than any available Safety System and thus improve road transport safety and security.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviation

Description

ABA

Active Brake Assist

ACC

Adaptive Cruise Control

ADAS

Advanced Driver Assistance System

ASL

Automated Speed Limiter

CC

Cruise Control

DCS

Distance Control System

EEBS

Extended Emergency Braking System

ESC

Electronic Stability Control

ESP

Electronic Stability Program

LDW

Lane Departure Warning

LKA

Lane Keeping Assist
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